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A: It's in the second column. You can use the KEYfool plugin in the Gimp to see what all of the
numbers are, I am sure there's no need to not just guess which ones you have to change! Q: Add

dynamic content to many divs at once I am wondering if there is a way to 'drag and drop' divs in to a
certain area without having to go back and forth, from a page where they are defined to a list of

where you want them to go. As a simple example, I have 3 divs already set up, with different sizes:
this is dynamic Now, I want to create a list where each of these divs are put into their own div, with
the widths being dynamic (as the user can choose different sizes for each of them). I don't want to

have to do it all individually (which is what I'm doing now). I was hoping there would be some sort of
'drag and drop' module for adding divs to a certain area, similar to an image editor. Is that possible?
A: The main option for this kind of scenario is jQuery UI. It's pretty easy to use and there is a huge

library of stuff you can do with it. Q: Swift UITextView force touch I have a custom UITextView, which
I want it to force touch when user is reaching the end of the line. I can't seem to make this work.
What I have tried to do is run a UILongPressGestureRecognizer on the UITextView. I can tap the

UITextView when it is not at the end of the line, but I can't figure out a way to make it force touch
when I tap after the line is complete. Any thoughts? - (void) viewDidLoad { [super viewDidLoad];
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